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The graph of an inverse variation has two parts called b"*::"t 
T-".:lTi,:

g.2Obiectiveu y: T%* cisatranslation oty:*bybunitshorizontal$andcunitsve

! To graph inverse It has a vertical asymptote at x : b and a horizontal asymptote aty = ''
variations (P. a85)

t To graph translations of Sketch the graph of each equation' 18F21' See margln'
'inulr'ivariations 

;"-.,_;-" 
^ 

-) Z'.y=J-4 Zl.y=T
{p. aszl 18. y : .l 19. )' -- 7

Write an equation for the translation of rcy -- 4 that has the given asymptot

22.x:0,y=z 23'x=2,Y=2 24'x:-3'Y--

y=++s "']=-fu+z Y=rh-'
,--.**#-"_;'- 

"*n-_r^!i,-!*+,,.*.*=*@

rherationarf unction/(x).='1lriT::"1"#c;:lTl:t:iil;:"r*
ol Q(x).I{ P(x) and Q(x) have no common tactc

vertical asymptote *n#;i;; :-o'ir rt"l and Q(x) have a common real z

ttten tttere ls u hol" ot a vertical asymptote at x : a'

If the degree of Q@)is greater than the degree of P(x)' then the graph of"

horizontal asymptote at Y : g'

If P(x) and O(x) have equal degrees lh"1 'h:T 
is a horizontal asymptote

where a and b are ttre coetncieits of the terms of greatest degree in P(x) t

If the degree of P(x) is greater than the degree of Q(x)' then there is no

horizontal asymPtote'

25. A headset can be manufactured for $'17' The development cost is $15

Graph the t"nctlo"-tirut represents the averase cost of a headset' Abc

many must b" -";J;;;;rJo to te'utt in a coJt of less than $tgf 
tlt""l

Find any points of discontinuitv for each':t:llt-t:llll1':|eitlit: S;
$:1"1il1:"Tl'ilitliill'il;rizontarasvmptotesandanvh"t"-33-??B::---, 

PP' 52&t
x-L-

18.

21.

9-3 Obiectives

V To identify Properties of
rational functions
(p. ae1)

t To graPh rational
functions (P. 494)

eo. ellir!;
x * -4, -3, orG

y.s::#!;
x*-4,-1,or0

528

26. -7

ze,v:]fi
Zg.v : +" x'-l

27.v: G|TG 4
29.v = T

A rational expression is in simplest form.when its numerator and denon

9-4and9'5obiectivelut"polynomialsil;;;;;tmmondivisors'Toaddorsubtractratior
7 To simplify rational expressions *ittr oiti"r"nt denominators, write each expression with the

' 
"*pr"siont 

(p' a99) common denominator'

) 'n bolt 
l:,i:*1?'Jr?:rf iHt" A fraction that has a rraction in its numerator or denominator or i:

(p.500)acomplexf,action.Youcansimplifyacomplexfractionbymultiplying
? ro add and subtract numeiator ""d 

;;;;;i;or uyil'"Lco of all the rational expresslonr

rational expressrons 'ur'wrolvr 30-31' See above left

ip. so+l simplify each rational expression. state any r"si*ictions-ott the variablt

t ro simpriry comprex .2 _ ), _ 74 . i__+ t jilkt Fl#fractions(P s05) n. *ffi'A
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vertical asYmPtote 27' -2'1
x = -T,horizontal
asymptote Y = o

vertical I

x=-2,
asymPt(
hole at I

about 31,056
headsets



Need ltelp?

v : trr3
|.A. : 4nr2
l_ 1 1r-di -4

0bjectlves

[o solve rational
]quations (p.512)

fo use rational
4uations in solving
:roblems (p. 513)

0bjeetives

b find the probabilities
tf events A and B
p. s19)

o f ind the probabilities
r{ events A or B (p. 521)

34. -3x + -4-x -43(3x - 4)
(x-2)(x+2)

35. --L -x"-1
-x2 +

32. What is the ratio of the volume of a sphere to its surface area? !
33. A camera's focal length is 4 cm. If the lens is 6 cm from the film, what is the

distance from the lens to an object that is in focus? 12 cm

Simplify each expression.
1

37.^-y
4

4(x + y)x(x + 1)(x 
_.tl(x 

+ e)

n2--J
r-j
8-
1-

36.22.x +Jx
3x+2

38. -l
x

Solving a rational equation often requires multiplying both sides by an algebraic
expression. This may introduce an extraneous solution-a solution of a derived
equation but not of the original equation. Check all possible solutions in the
original equation.

Solve each equation. Check each solution.

- s -1 J9 2 1,r + 'x+3 -r
no solution:----!-" 40.+ - I - + -12,sx(x+3) z o

41. One pump can fiIl a water cistern twice as fast as a second pump. Working
together, the two pumps can flll the cistern in 5 hours. Find how long it takes
each pump to flll the cistern when working alone. 7.5 h, 1S h

When the occurrence of one event affects the probability of another event, the two
events are dependent events. When the occurrence of one event does not affect the
probability of another event, the two events are independent events. When two
events cannot happen at the same time, the events are mutually exclusive events.

IfA and B are independent, then P(A and B) : P(A) . P(B).

If ,4 and B are mutually exclusive, then P(A and B) : g.

If A and B are mutually exclusive, then P(A or B) : P(A) + P(B).

If ,4 and B are not mutually exclusive, then
P(Aor B) : P(A) + P(B) - P(Aatd B).

Classify each pair of events as dependent or independent.

42. A student in your algebra class is selected at random. One of the remaining
students is selected at random. dependent

43. A number 1 through 6 is chosen by tossing a standard number cube. The same
number cube is tossed again to select a number 1 through 6. independent

Two standard number cubes are tossed. State whether the events
are mutually exclusiye. not mutually exclusive

44. One of the numbers is 1 less than the other. The sum is odd.

45. The sum is greater than 10. Six is one of the numbers.
not mutually exclusive

A standard number cube is tossed. Find each probability.

46. a5 or a6 ! 47. an even number or a number greater than4 |
48. an odd number or a number less than or equal to 5 f;
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28. 1, -1

no p: -:: :'
dis:: -: - - :"

--

vedice :s'*:::::
x = - ' -: ::: j =

29.
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19. Open-Ended Write a function whose graph I

a vertical asymptote, a horizontal asymptote-
and a hole. Check students' work.

Find the least common multiple of each pair
of polynomials.

20.3x + 5 and9x2 - 25 gx2 - 25

2!.5(x + 3)(x + 1) and2(x + 1)(,r - 3)
108+3)E+1Xx-3)

Simplify each sum or difference.
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9. vertical asymptote x = 1,
horizontal asymptote
Y=1

10. hole atx = -3

530

4.

5.

6.

2y
x(v - 1)

4
3X-.

1,

,2_1

7.x:t:y:2
7-8. See back of book.
For each rational function, identify any holes, or
horizontal or vertical asymptotes of its graph.

9.v:#. T_L ro.y : *i2

8.x:-3;y:-2

Lr.y:Cfi&-, t2.y:i+
13.y= #a-3
15. v :41+/ x- -)

9-16. See margin.
Simplify each rational expression. State any restrictions
on the variable.

11 x2 - 7x - 12 x + 4.x# -3or3LI. 2 ^ x-3,

,o (x + 3)(2x - I) . (-x - 3)(2x + I) See backro' x(x + 4) x ofOoo*,

530 Chapter 9 Chapter Test

11. hole at x = 2, vertical
asymptote x = -1,
horizontalasymptote y = O

12. hole atx = 0, vertical
asymptote x = 4, horizontal
asymptote Y = 2

14.v: -l- + fJ f,_Z

-, La
16.v :

Chapter Test
E

:

Write a function that models each variation. y = +
L. x : 2when y * *8. y varies inversely with -r.

2. x : 0.2andy : 3 when z : 2. zvaries jointlywith
x and y. z = 13xl

3. * : t,y : t,andr : 3 when 2 : l. zvaries
directly with x and inversely with the product of
12 and y. z = 242' r'y

Is the relationship between the values in each table a

direct variation, an inverse variation, or neither? Write
an equation to model any direct or inverse variation.

neither

neither

inversevariation; Y =ry
Graph the translation of y = l with the given

asymptotes. Write the equation of the translation.

13. vertical asymptote x ='2,
horizontal asymptote
Y=-g

14. vertical asymptote x = 2,
.horizontal asymptote
Y=1

exclusive? Exolain.
b. Find P(A and Blr$
c. Find P(A or B). i

26.fi s

2-4

28. =]_- :r -a

30.7+-T :

11 xl2 *(t-l)(xr 2) 
"':-zz.U=ffi1- ;:3 (x-3rrx

x2-r x-lzr. \x - 2)(3x - t1 - i-=-j
.^ x(.r + 4), .r - I xs + 6* + 9x-'tLa' x-2 

"2_ 4 x'-4

Simplify each complex fraction.

z)< .r-"-,y
Solve each equation. Check each solution.

.a x - x + 11LI.- - 

-

L+

zs._1:oO
31.1+1 :q-6or3 32.L=._-=Y-- : t,r J xt x xt t

33. Almir can seal a driveway in 4 hours. Workir
together, he and Louis can seal it in 2.3 hour
long would it take Louis to seal it workingal

Two standard number cubes are tossed. State wl

the events are mutually exclusive. Then find P(-l

34. A means their sum is 12; B means both are r

mutuallv excltx
35. ,4 means they are equal; B means tlieir sum:

multiple of 3 not mutually exclusive; f
k.\ 36. a. Writing Suppose you select a number at I

from the set {90, 9L,92,. . . ,9911. Event A i
selecting a multiple of 3. Event B is select

multiple of 4. Are these two events mutul

a. No; 96 i
multiple
3 and 4.

15. vertical asymptotel

16. hole atx = -2,vedi
asymPtotex = 3;
horizontal asymptd
Y=O

3 5 7 9

6 8 10 12

4 6 8 10

10 8 6 4

4 8 16 32

5L t6 8 4


